What do you see?

Written and reflected by Karen Wilk

I invite you to join me in engaging art as a way of reflection and discernment. It may feel
awkward for those who tend to use the logical left brain more often, but we all have creative
right brains that need to be exercised too! Art is an invitation to do just that, an opportunity to
pause and pay attention in a different way; to allow the Spirit to speak to us through a different
lens. Art tells a story that we participate in as we discover and perhaps tell in new ways, our own
story.
What do you see in this painting? Pause and study it.

A broken reed?
It’s titled “This Broken Reed Still Sings.”
It made me think of this passage and ponder it:
He will not break a bruised reed
or quench a smoldering wick
until he brings justice to victory.
And in his name the Gentiles will hope.” Matthew 12:20-21 (Isa.42:2,3)
He will not break a bruised reed or quench a smoldering wick…

This verse is of course, an incredible understatement (or litote) for God’s servant does so much
more!
God’s servant will not just not break a bruised reed, he will heal it, restore, and renew it --and
make it sing!
Notice the reed has a simple flute-like shape to it with
finger holes and music notes flowing (singing!) out of it
on the right…
Later in this Isaiah passage, all creation is invited to “sing
to the Lord a new song!” (Verse 10)
But how do broken reeds get to singing?
Indeed, the words used for ‘bruised’ and ‘smouldering
wick’ have the same roots in Hebrew as those that we
translate ‘failed’ and ‘discouraged.’ Singing hardly seems
to be the natural response to failure and discouragement.
And have we not all felt discouraged at some point over the last 18 months? Perhaps we’ve also
felt like we’ve failed, or that our congregation is failing, or maybe even the whole church is
failing-Barna recently reported that 29% of Protestants pastors have given “real, serious consideration to
quitting being in full-time ministry within the last year.” Other studies are suggesting that over
30% of pre-covid regular church attenders won’t be coming back.
With stats like these, it’s hard not suppose that the reed is done for, and the wick is burning out.
Notice, that the reed is suspended above a landscape at the edge of what seems to be a dark and
ominous weather front. It appears so fragile, so out there in the wilderness, perched on the
brink.
OR could it be that the reed is poised to gently ride the wind, the breath of God?
– To take off and be on its way, sending sweet melodies through the air?
Could it also be a container—holding something
precious?
Could it be cradling new life (green sprouts?)
and, sparking new wicks ready to erupt into vibrant
flame (orange bursts)?
What might this broken reed hold? —what might
it be lifting to the Lord?
What might be sparking, sprouting? -- for you?
For your neighbour?

As I imagine it floating on the breeze of God’s
Spirit, seemingly so precariously, I see it
being spun and flipped upside-down and
upside-down, it becomes an arch. An arch in
architecture, is the strongest form possible. It
can bear tremendous weight (as ancient
cathedrals attest), despite its fragile
appearance.
I wonder if there is more to the ‘bruised reeds’
in our midst as well— can they bear
tremendous weight despite their fragile
appearance?
Can I? Can we?
I wonder, might it be true that “whenever I am weak, then I am strong.” (2 Cor. 12:9,10)—
whenever we are weak, we are strong?
Notice that the reed has an iridescent gold luminosity about it. Could that represent God’s
presence? It’s as if the reed were being drawn up and illuminated by the the One whose glory
fills the earth...
Could the Spirit be at work in broken reeds, opening the eyes of the blind, bringing out the
prisoners, and declaring new things (Isa.42:6,9) --new things!
Could God also be at work here and now for “He will not grow faint or be crushed until he has
established justice in the earth.” (42:4)
Isaiah declares, God’s servant IS bringing “justice to victory. And in His name the Gentiles will
hope.” (Matt.12:21)
What does this look like today? Where is there hope? How am I participating in it, celebrating it,
bearing witness to it, singing it?
Perhaps you’ve noticed that the painting is dominated by the colour red.
Red is wisdom.
Red is blood.
Red makes me think of the cup. In the same way, after supper, he took the cup,
saying, “This cup is the new covenant in my blood. (1 Cor. 11:25)
Red also reminds me that “The Word became flesh and blood and moved into the
neighborhood.” [And] we have seen His glory with our own eyes… John 1:14
His glory, even in broken reeds.
How can I see the glory in the broken?
How can a broken reed still sing? And how will I hear its song?
“This Broken Reed Still Sings” by Karen Tamminga-Paton is “16̎ x 24̎, acrylic, music
fragments and handmade papers on canvas.”
As you ponder it, what catches your attention?
What else comes to mind? To heart?

How does it speak to you?
Please share your thoughts and reflections with us.
And let us know if art reflection is something you would like to engage in more.

